Standards and Regulations: The Organic Guarantee System

The Organic Guarantee System - Keeping up with the
Times
DAVID GOULD1
Instilling confidence - A consistent objective
Since its inception, the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements
(IFOAM) has sought to define and spread organic practices. One of the most powerful
tools for this is the market. Instilling confidence about organic goods in the market is
critical. Unless consumers generally believe that the products labeled as organic really
are organic, there is little hope this market category can survive. This concept has not
changed over the years.
The word “organic” describing a product in the market means two things: (1) that the
product was made according to certain practices, i.e. in accordance with a standard or set
of norms; and (2) that somebody checked to make sure those standards were really
followed. Both aspects are important: the standard must be meaningful enough to make
a difference, and consumers have to believe that claims about following the standard are
sincere. These two complementary aspects create a “guarantee” of sorts to the market.
IFOAM’s Organic Guarantee System (OGS) embraces these two critical components in
innovative and leading ways.
Systematizing a concept
From grass-roots to global – the IFOAM basic standards

The organic movement sprung from many places around the globe. IFOAM is after all
the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements. There were (and still
are) regional variations in relatively minor aspects of what “organic” means to people,
but the common ground has always dwarfed the differences. Accepting these minor
differences however has been a longstanding challenge. What is “organic enough?” “How
can we trust that you are really organic compared to us?”
The IFOAM Basic Standards (IBS) first came into being in 1980, an attempt to describe
the common ground in organic practices, the baseline. It was a “standard for standards,”
without enough detail to be fully enforceable or verifiable in an objective way. Those who
wanted to fill in the missing details or improve upon this baseline were welcome to do
so. The IBS went through various amendments and improvements over the next 25
years, and have served as the foundational material for most if not all of the organic
standards existent on the planet today.
A multiplicity of regional, national, governmental or private organic standards stemming
from the IBS was cause for some confusion or inconsistency among different standards
owners (usually national organic movements or governments, and their certification
bodies) and their users (namely farmers, processors, and traders). In the earlier stages of
the organic movement’s evolution, it was logical to jealously guard every detail one
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believed important, to protect the integrity of the standard and keep it from being
eroded by people you didn’t know or necessarily trust. Thus, gaps were plugged on a
case-by-case basis – usually bilaterally between two standards owners or certification
bodies (CBs) – so that they could each be sure the other’s standard met their own
expectations.
Building trust in the market

With a growing organic market, there were more demands for certification - so more CBs
came into being, aiming to provide this service. But who’s to say that the CB checked
well enough? That they have personnel that really know what they are looking at? That
they don’t have a conflict of interest and therefore go too leniently on some clients?
Who could be the judge of whether a CB is competent? By 1986, IFOAM’s technical
committee started evaluating CB performance, helping critique, improve and/or weed
out the weaker players. As the market continued to grow, this became a world of activity
in itself, separate from continued development of the IBS, and it became necessary to
more formally separate the tasks of standards development from that of verification or
certification against the standards. Thus, in 1992, IFOAM established its own
accreditation program, with a set of requirements that CBs needed to fulfill in order to
be deemed competent to verify that the IBS were indeed being met in a consistent,
transparent, impartial way across all operators they served.
The IFOAM Accreditation Program (IAP), with its own set of accreditation criteria,
began implementation in 1993. The IAP went a long way toward standardizing the
practices of organic certification. This was becoming increasingly important in a market
going global and needing to be seen as credible across international borders.
Seeing that the growth of the organic market was gaining significance, governments
followed IFOAM’s lead. Most notably the European Union began demanding more
consistency and rigor, and in 1997 began demanding that CBs achieve accreditation to
globally recognized procedural norms for certification bodies, namely EN45011 or ISO
Guide 65, a set of norms for CBs and similar conformity assessment bodies.
Impartiality is needed throughout the system to assure fairness. One strategy for
achieving this is to have separate job responsibilities, to help avoid conflicts of interest.
Thus, to help assure legitimacy of the IAP, in 1997 IFOAM separated its accreditation
functions from itself by creating the International Organic Accreditation Service (IOAS),
a separate legal entity with its own governance structure independent of IFOAM. The
IOAS remains a daughter company of IFOAM and under its oversight, but makes all
accreditation decisions independently from IFOAM.
The IOAS is the world’s only international accreditation body for the organic sector, and
specializes in sustainable agriculture only. IFOAM believes that international
accreditation is often a better model for organic certification than national
accreditation. The IOAS operates internationally in one sector, as opposed to national
accreditation bodies that cover a wide variety of sectors in a given country. This affords
the IOAS the ability to build greater expertise in evaluating the organic sector in
particular. Additionally, international accreditation bodies can accredit certifiers
worldwide, thus establishing a basis for equivalence and recognition of certificates
issued by different CBs around the world.
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Th
he latest evo
olution
Standards: Equiivalence tathe
er than compliiance

In
n a world wherre organic pro
oducts are cerrtified in diffeerent places to
o different sta
andards
byy different C
CBs and trad
ded between potentially aany country and market, easing
bu
ureaucracy an
nd reducing teechnical barriiers to trade is imperativee. The IBS may have
beeen the basis for organic sttandards worrldwide, but in
n and of itsellf it never beccame an
actual standard
d in force in an
ny country. In
nstead, the woorld saw the development
d
of
o many
veery similar staandards with minor
m
differen
nces among th
hem. Sometim
mes these diffferences
acted as trade bbarriers betweeen countriess or private sttandards own
ners, each dem
manding
th
he other com
mply exactly with every point
p
of its own standaard. Negotiations to
haarmonize stan
ndards carried
d on for years, usually withoout full satisfaaction.
No
onetheless, th
he organic seector kept grrowing. The w
wave of proggress by the organic
movement and market has become
b
in factt so large and compelling – as a market driver
d
as
weell as a sociall and ecologiccal one – thaat it now overrwhelms thesse minor deta
ails and
realizes that th
he dynamics of a mainstrream market require an acceptance
a
off minor
regional differeences, with th
he knowledgee and pragmaatism that th
he objectives held by
diffferent standaards are indeeed common to
o all of those sstandards.
In
n 2010, IFOAM
M, in partnersship with FAO
O and UNCTA
AD, working together
t
through the
GO
OMA (Global Organic Marrket Access) Project, led tthe wave forw
ward by creatting the
CO
OROS - Comm
mon Objectivves and Requ
uirements of Organic Stan
ndards1 - an organic
staandard develooped through
h a multi-stak
keholder conssultation, wh
hich reflects the
t core
co
ontent and obbjectives of all
a organic standards. Stan
ndards owners (governmeental or
prrivate) can eaach comparee their standard to the C
COROS, and the results of this
co
omparison theen be shared with all. Even
n further, thee IFOAM Seccretariat perfo
orms an
assessment of standards, ussing its team of experts, w
who provide a consistent lens
l
for
do
oing these assessments. Staandards deem
med equivalentt to the CORO
OS can be inclluded in
th
he IFOAM Fam
mily of Stand
dards2, a visualization of a goal of orgaanic certificattion - to
drraw a line betw
ween what is organic
o
and what
w
is not.

Fig
gure 48: Logo IFOAM Family
y of Standardss

Th
he IBS was on
ne of the standards includeed in the IFOA
AM Family off Standards. In 2012,
th
he IBS gave w
way to the new
w IFOAM Staandard,3 a fullly complete, off-the-shelf organic
staandard that ccan be used an
nywhere in th
he world. Thee IFOAM Stan
ndard is now just
j
one
member in the Family of Staandards. The Family is a kkey part of th
he Organic Gu
uarantee
1

In
nformation on th
he COROS – Com
mmon Objectives and Requirementts of Organic Staandards is availab
ble here:
htttp://www.ifoam.oorg/about_ifoam
m/standards/norm
ms.html
2
In
nformation on th
he IFOAM Familyy of Standards is available here :
htttp://www.ifoam.oorg/about_ifoam
m/standards/ogs.h
html
3
In
nformation abou
ut the IFOAM stan
ndard is availablee here
htttp://www.ifoam.oorg/about_ifoam
m/standards/norm
ms/IFOAMNorm
msVersionAugust2
2012withcover.pdf
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Syystem, which qualifies as a valid standard becausee it is deemeed equivalent to the
CO
OROS.
Acccreditation: IF
FOAM and IGO
OSA

Accknowledgingg both the exceellence of the IOAS and thee fact that theere is also widespread
naational accred
ditation of CB
Bs, and buildin
ng on the con
ncept of stand
dards equivalence, in
20
012 IFOAM ad
djusted its OG
GS to allow forr two kinds off accreditation
n:
1) IFOAM acccreditation, baased on compliance with th
he IBS as well as the IFOAM
M
Accreditatiion Criteria. This
T now evolvves into comppliance with th
he new IFOAM
M
Standard and the slightlly re-named IF
FOAM Accredditation Requiirements (IAR
R).

Fig
gure 49: Logo IFOAM accred
dited

2) IFOAM Gloobal Organic System
S
Accred
ditation or IG
GOSA, which iss accreditation
n of a
CB to the IF
FOAM Accred
ditation Requiirements (IAR
R) as long as itt uses a stand
dard
included in
n the IFOAM Family
F
of Stan
ndards.

Fig
gure 50: Logo IGOSA - IFOAM
M Global Organic System Acccreditation

Bo
oth types of accreditation
n are administered by the IOAS and reecognized as equally
creedible under tthe OGS.
Brrand Recognitiion: The Globa
al Organic Marrk

Aiiming to furth
her lead and unite
u
the organic world, IFFOAM offers a branding mark
m
for
prroducts from operators in good
g
standingg in the OGS – the Global Organic Mark
k.1 First
offfered in late 2
2010, this additional service of the OGSS allows operators and con
nsumers
aliike to reap tthe benefits of
o an organicc market thaat is globally present and united,
regionally relevvant and accesssible, and creedible to all cooncerned.

1

In
nformation on th
he Global Mark iss available here
htttp://www.ifoam.oorg/about_ifoam
m/standards/OGS
S/GlobalMark.htm
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Fig
gure 51: Globa
al Organic Mark

In
n 2012 IFOAM
M began formiing partnersh
hips with the ffirst organizattions to act ass agents
for spreading tthe Global Orrganic Mark in their respeective countrries, in Thaila
and and
Malaysia. IFOA
AM anticipatess further prom
motion of the Mark in otheer countries, by
b other
aggents and throough direct effforts from thee IFOAM Heaad Office itselff.
Moving forwa
ard
ome of IFOA
AM’s greatest strengths – and benefitss to the organic movemeent and
So
orrganic marketts worldwide – are its longg-term vision and its strateegies for lead
ding and
un
niting the secttor. IFOAM believes
b
the in
ncreased spreaad of organic practices by farmers
is inevitable. T
There is moun
nting scientiffic evidence oon the ecologgical, econom
mic, and
so
ocial benefits to support su
uch developm
ment. Farmerss and the vallue chains that stem
fro
om them willl benefit from
m the sustainaability benefitts that organic agriculture brings.
Bu
ut rewards in
n the markett can likely only
o
be assurred if guaran
ntee systems remain
creedible and aree scalable. Altthough still in
n its early stagges, the Organ
nic Guarantee System
is a model thatt shows a way forward, a uniting approoach that afffords efficienccies and
creeates a comm
mon languagee that can be used by thee private sector and goverrnments
aliike.
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